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One of the growing areas of application of embedded systems in robotics, aerospace, military, etc. is autonomous mobile systems.
Usually, such embedded systems have multitask multimodal workloads. These systems must sustain the required performance of
their dynamic workloads in presence of varying power budget due to rechargeable power sources, varying die temperature due to
varying workloads and/or external temperature, and varying hardware resources due to occurrence of hardware faults. This paper
proposes a run-time decision-making method, called Decision Space Explorer, for FPGA-based Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) to
support changing workload requirements while simultaneously mitigating unpredictable variations in power budget, die
temperature, and hardware resource constraints. It is based on the concept of Run-Time Structural Adaptation (RTSA); whenever
there is a change in a system’s set of constraints, Explorer selects a suitable hardware processing circuit for each active task at an
appropriate operating frequency such that all the constraints are satisﬁed. Explorer has been experimentally deployed on the ARM
Cortex-A9 core of Xilinx Zynq XC7Z020 SoC. Its worst-case decision-making time for diﬀerent scenarios ranges from tens to
hundreds of microseconds. Explorer is thus suitable for enabling RTSA in systems where speciﬁcations of multiple objectives must
be maintained simultaneously, making them self-sustainable.

1. Introduction
As the famous proverb goes, “necessity is the mother of
invention,” considering the aspect of “necessity,” over the
past few decades, human necessity has signiﬁcantly increased
in every walk of life. There is a necessity to delegate much of
the human workload to autonomous and mobile systems,
from routine chores to industrial robotics, to aerospace, to
defense, and to many other areas where presence of humans
is not eﬃcient, or is unsafe or even dangerous for humans.
The requirement is not just delegation of workload, it is
delegation with the assurance of system reliability and
workload security, and an endeavor to carry out functions
and reach places beyond human limits. A few examples of the
said “necessity” are need for self-driven cars and driver
assistance systems, robotic systems for ﬂexible
manufacturing, civil and military drones, diﬀerent types of

satellites and autonomous planetary mission spacecraft,
unmanned submarine systems, etc. A common aspect in all
these ﬁelds of applications is high complexity. All the applications require continuous processing of several highperformance data-stream workloads such as video-streams,
communication data-streams, LiDAR or RADAR datastreams, and acoustical and audio-streams, which usually
have strict performance constraints. The requirement does
not end at being multitask applications. Since most of these
applications require systems to be autonomous and mobile,
they need to cater to diﬀerent situations and scenarios. This
means that the systems may need to change the number of
active tasks, their functions, priorities, and/or performance
speciﬁcations due to any scheduled/sudden external/internal
event or interrupt. Thus, we are looking at the need to have
autonomous and mobile systems that can support complex,
high-performance, multitask multimodal applications!
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Considering the latter part of the saying, “necessity is the
mother of invention,” there has been a great technological
advancement in the recent past and is still progressing to
support the growing needs and complexity of applications.
Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs), especially Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), have progressed signiﬁcantly in terms of the number and types of resources, and the
capabilities being integrated in them. A recent advancement
is System-on-Programmable-Chip (SoPC) devices, where
instruction-based processors and reconﬁgurable logic
(FPGA) are integrated together on a single die. As the name
SoPC suggests, entire systems can be built on a single chip;
algorithmically intensive tasks can be mapped on the sequential processors and time critical/high-speed tasks can be
mapped on the reconﬁgurable logic. The most important
feature that makes these devices capable of supporting today’s applications and even future applications is Dynamic
Partial Reconﬁguration (DPR). DPR allows conﬁguring and
reconﬁguring dynamically, portions of the reconﬁgurable
region of the SoPC/FPGA die, called Partially Reconﬁgurable Regions (PRRs). With this feature, tasks can be
programmed and reprogrammed while other tasks are
functioning. Thus, SoPC devices are suitable platforms to
develop complex multitask multimodal applications.
Although SoPC devices are the choice to support today’s
applications, they face a set of challenges when used to
develop autonomous and mobile systems operating in different environmental conditions. If the requirements of
multitask multimodal applications are static, i.e., the tasks,
their modes, and events for switching modes are well deﬁned, the complexity of system development boils down to
management, i.e., mapping and scheduling of tasks in a
given static set of power budget, hardware resource, and
temperature conditions. A lot of research eﬀorts have been
observed in this area. Several Real-Time Operating Systems
(RTOSs), mapping and scheduling algorithms, optimization
algorithms to minimize power/die temperature and maximize performance, etc. have been developed, and the
functionality of which depends on the implementation
platform and application being supported. This is discussed
in detail in Section 2. However, when autonomous and
mobile systems are considered, they face a diﬀerent set of
challenges where research has not yet dug deep. The requirements of their multitask multimodal workloads are
dynamic, i.e., events for switching modes are not always
predictable, and so are the other conditions such as available
hardware resources, power budget, and external/on-chip
temperature. For example, an Advanced Driver Assistance
System (ADAS) may need to dynamically carry out tasks
related to collision avoidance at a high performance if there
is a sudden possibility of collision with an object or pedestrian; otherwise, it may carry out at a reduced performance or may not execute them at all. This means the
system’s mode, i.e., number of tasks and their performance
speciﬁcations can change dynamically depending on several
unpredictable events. In terms of hardware resources, there
is a static limit on the total amount of resources available on
the FPGA/SoPC device chosen depending on the area, mass,
or weight speciﬁcations of the system. The resources
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available for a task to function at a certain time can also
dynamically vary depending on resources occupied by other
executing tasks at that time and/or the occurrence or restoration of hardware faults caused due to radiation, thermal
cycling eﬀects, aging, etc. Similarly, although the system has
a ﬁxed maximum power budget, the available budget at a
certain time can vary dynamically depending on factors such
as the set of tasks functioning at that time, reduction of fuel
or available solar power, and fault of power generator or
solar panel(s) or other sources of power. There can be
changes in the external and on-chip temperatures resulting
in dynamic variations in the diﬀerence between the two
temperatures. This can result in thermal stress, which may
cause hardware faults and aﬀect system reliability. Thus, the
challenge faced by autonomous and mobile systems is that
they must be capable of sustaining the performance requirements of their dynamic multitask multimodal workload while simultaneously adapting to the dynamic changes
in the power budget, die temperature, and hardware resource conditions. All of this must be catered to in run-time,
while the system is running, and every time there is a change
in the said requirements. When a system can sustain itself to
these multiobjective requirements, it can continue functioning. A failure to meet the requirements could cause
system shutdown, which could aﬀect other dependent
systems too.
The above aspects and associated problems are also
common for all animals which can be considered as selfregulating natural mobile and autonomous systems. The
similarity of self-regulating processes in the animals and in
the machines was ﬁrst pointed in the classical Norbert
Wiener’s book “Cybernetics: or Control and Communication in the animal and in the Machine” [1]. The evolution of
wild life has found the mechanism for mitigation of environmental changes and stress for animals, which is their
ability for run-time and overgeneration adaptation. The
same concept can be used for autonomous self-controlled
machines working in the real environment. There are three
types of adaptation: behavioral, parametric, and structural.
Behavioral and parametric adaptations can be implemented
by changing the set of active tasks and/or their modes of
operation. However, the behavioral and parametric adaptations would be suﬃcient for systems only in cases when
performance, power consumption, thermal conditions, etc.
are either not constrained or have ﬁxed limits. When the set
of constraints themselves is dynamic, these types of adaptations are not always suﬃcient. Changes in the set of tasks
and/or their modes of operation can aﬀect performance and
response time, increase power consumption, and even reduce reliability of the system. Also, external factors such as
radiation, overheating, or overcooling can cause faults in
parts of the system or the entire system. In the case of
systems on long missions, internal factors such as aging of
electronic circuits and degradation of elements in power
supplies also can cause system faults. Thus, in the case of selfdependent autonomous mobile systems, their own dynamic
workload and the external and internal factors together
cause system constraints to be dynamic. The only mechanism that can mitigate all these factors is structural
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adaptation of the system. Structural adaptation of a system is
based on changes in the system’s functional elements and
interconnections between them. It requires reconﬁguration
of the functional elements and their associated interconnects. This process of structural reconﬁguration needs to be
carried out dynamically, whenever system constraints
change, and in a time dictated by the mitigation time limit. If
the structural adaptation time exceeds this limit, the system
or its part(s) can permanently fail. Therefore, Run-Time
Structural Adaptation (RTSA) is required. RTSA consists of
two time periods: (a) period of decision-making on what
should be the system’s new conﬁguration and (b) reconﬁguration time itself. Reconﬁguration time mostly depends
on the component base (e.g., type of FPGA device and
method of bitstream loading). Thus, the focus of this research is on the decision-making process for RTSA and the
time overhead associated with this process. It is obvious that
structural adaptation follows the system’s mode of operation
(e.g., set of required tasks and their current mode) and the
current set of constraints. In other words, RTSA follows the
behavioral and parametric adaptation.
Thus, RTSA is the solution to the above-discussed
problem [2–4]. With RTSA, systems can change their task
structures to satisfy the changing set of constraints. In [5], it
has been shown that, for a given task algorithm, several
implementation variants can be obtained. This means each
task can be implemented in the form of diﬀerent dedicated
hardware circuits, which exhibit diﬀerent resource utilization, operating frequency, performance, and power
consumption characteristics. Implementation variants of a
task can be referred to as Application-Speciﬁc Processing
circuit (ASP circuit) variants of that task. A task with a
speciﬁc performance can have ASP circuit variants with
diﬀerent combinations of frequency and resource utilization, and hence diﬀerent power consumption, to provide
the same performance. If the application speciﬁcations
permit, a task can have a range of allowed performance
speciﬁcations, instead of a ﬁxed performance constraint. In
such a case, the task also has ASP circuit variants with
diﬀerent combinations of frequency and resource utilization, and hence diﬀerent power consumption, to provide
diﬀerent performance outcomes within the allowed limits.
All the ASP circuit variants of each task are stored in the
form of partial conﬁguration bit-ﬁles in system memory.
Thus, with the availability of diﬀerent ASP circuit variants,
a suitable variant for each active system task can be conﬁgured based on the existing set of constraints, so that all
the system requirements are satisﬁed. This set of suitable
variants of active tasks is called a system conﬁguration. For
example, assuming the availability of spare hardware resources, in a low power budget scenario, ASP circuit
variants for tasks can be reconﬁgured such that they occupy
more hardware resources and operate at a reduced frequency to reduce power consumption. Alternatively, if the
available number of resources reduces due to occurrence of
a hardware fault, tasks can operate at a higher frequency
while occupying a smaller area such that the faulty region
can be avoided. In either case, the performance speciﬁcations of tasks are maintained. Thus, with this ﬂexibility of
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form, a system can eﬃciently adapt to all its dynamically
varying constraints.
Although RTSA is the solution to the problem at hand,
the issue here is as follows: ﬁeld-deployed mission critical
multitask multimodal systems are complex systems with
multiple tasks and their modes, where each task is implemented as an ASP circuit. To enable such systems with RTSA,
each task has several ASP circuit variants. Since the number
of tasks and their modes of operation can be quite large, from
tens to hundreds, the decision space to be explored for RTSA
can be very large. For example, a system with a total of 64
tasks, 64 ASP circuit variants per task, 25 modes, and 20 tasks
20
per mode will have a decision space of 19
n�0 64 � 64 system
conﬁgurations per mode. The total number of system conﬁgurations on the decision space for all possible modes will be
25 modes × 6420 system configurations per mode � 25 × 2120
system conﬁgurations! This decision space is too large for it to
be stored as a set of conﬁguration bit-ﬁles in the associated
memory subsystem. Also, carrying out RTSA for such systems means that, if there is any dynamic change in the
system’s set of constraints, one suitable system conﬁguration
will need to be selected in run-time and within a small
permitted adaptation time which could be in units of seconds
or even less, from this tremendously large decision space of
system conﬁgurations such that all the constraints at that
time are satisﬁed. The system will also need to repeat this
procedure every time there is a change in its set of constraints,
which is mostly unpredictable as discussed above. Certainly,
it is not possible to exhaustively evaluate each conﬁguration
at run-time to ﬁnd a solution that satisﬁes a multiobjective
constraint set. Therefore, a run-time multiobjective Decision
Space Exploration method must be used which can solve the
issue of memory requirement for storing a tremendously
large decision space and the issue of identifying a suitable
system conﬁguration for adaptation from the decision space
within a time permissible at run-time.
In most cases, multiobjective decision space exploration
is considered in high-level synthesis of digital system architectures. Thus, it is represented in the form of Design
Space Exploration (DSE), a design-time process applied
when a system structure needs to be selected from multiple
solutions in the system-design phase [6, 7]. Since these
methods are used to ﬁnd this optimum architecture which
remains ﬁxed for the entire lifetime of the system, they need
to be accurate for this one-time process and do not require
ﬁnding the optimum architecture in run-time. They are,
therefore, iterative and involve detailed evaluation of a large
number of candidate solutions [6, 8–15]. As a result, they
have large exploration times. Although this is acceptable for
a design-time process, methods with large exploration times
cannot be adopted for use in real-time scenarios. Thus, there
is a need to devise a method, which can drastically reduce the
set of variants on the decision space thus reducing the exploration time and making it acceptable for run-time adaptation. Such a method should be able to select the best
system conﬁguration that satisﬁes the multiple constraints
whenever there is a change in the set of requirements.
The initial approaches for creating the run-time decision-making method for RTSA have been presented in [2, 3].
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These methods allow run-time adaptation to system
workload variations and variations in power budget considering variations in hardware resource constraints due to
hardware faults. They are, however, limited by not considering one external factor. They do not consider simultaneous mitigation of oﬀ-chip and on-chip thermal factors
and thermal cycling along with other system constraints.
Thermal cycling is one of the common factors causing
hardware faults in ﬂip-chip technology-based FPGAs
nowadays. Also, the SoPC die has faster thermal dynamics as
compared to the oﬀ-chip thermal dynamics, i.e., FPGA
package connected to the power dissipation units (e.g., heat
sink and board layers) [4]. This can result in thermal instability of the SoPCs, thus aﬀecting system reliability.
Additionally, functionality of the task circuits can also be
aﬀected if the die temperature exceeds certain speciﬁcations.
Thus, it is necessary to maintain the die temperature in the
desired range while simultaneously adapting to changes in
workload, power budget, and hardware resource conditions.
This aspect of simultaneous thermal regulation is not
considered in the methods presented in [2, 3]. Also, these
methods assume that all the tasks function on a common
system frequency. However, in practical applications, tasks
can run at diﬀerent individual frequencies. The ability to
operate on diﬀerent frequencies is also a beneﬁt for RTSA. It
becomes possible to change the frequency of a required
individual task alone for RTSA instead of changing the
common frequency for all the tasks and ﬁnding ASP circuit
variants for each task at that frequency.
This paper proposes a run-time decision-making method
for SoPCs deployed on the partially reconﬁgurable FPGA
devices using ﬂip-chip technology. This method is called
Decision Space Explorer (referred as Explorer in the rest of
the paper) to carry out RTSA to mitigate dynamic changes in
any multitask multimodal workload, power budget, FPGA
die temperature variations and thermal cycling, and available hardware resources. The novelty of the proposed
method is that it incorporates simultaneous mitigation of
several interdependable factors (e.g., thermal conditions and
power budget) while allowing individual tasks of the
workload to run on their independent frequencies. Whenever there is a change in the system’s aforementioned set of
constraints, Explorer, the run-time decision space exploration method, explores, evaluates, and selects ASP circuit
variants for each task at their individual operating frequencies such that the resultant system conﬁguration ﬁts in
the available hardware resources, the critical tasks of the
system’s required mode operate at their required performance, the other noncritical tasks operate within the permitted performance speciﬁcations, the system’s power
consumption is lower than the power budget, and its die
temperature is maintained within the permitted range!
Explorer achieves this by selecting an ASP circuit variant for
every task individually instead of selecting a system conﬁguration as a whole. Therefore, characteristics of only ASP
circuit variants of individual tasks need to be stored and not
of entire system conﬁgurations. This approach translates the
decision space of product of the decision space of individual
tasks, into a linear decision space of sum of the decision
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space of individual tasks. For the example system considered
with 64 tasks and 64 ASP circuit variants each, the total
decision space will be 63
n�0 64 � 64 × 64 � 4096 only! The
decision space is reduced by a factor of 25 × 2108 ! This
tremendous reduction in the decision space drastically reduces the system’s memory requirements to store the
conﬁguration bitstreams; only 4096 conﬁguration bit-ﬁles
need to be stored. Furthermore, since tasks are allowed to
operate at their respective frequencies, ASP circuit variants
of only some tasks of a mode need to be explored for RTSA.
This further reduces the exploration time within the reduced
decision space, making the proposed method a proper ﬁt for
run-time multiobjective structural adaptation.
Along with the proposed decision-making approach,
there is another aspect of the method that can be considered
as novel. This is the mechanism of evaluating potential
conﬁgurations in run-time. It uses mathematical models that
can predict the power consumption and die temperature for
the set of ASP circuits, i.e., system conﬁguration under test.
The model coeﬃcients are dynamic in nature; they are selfcalibrated by the system whenever there are changes in (a)
the SoC platform (e.g., FPGA type and package and PCB
layers to which FPGA is connected), (b) the application
being supported (e.g., ASP circuit speciﬁcs such as utilization of CLB-slices, Block RAM, and DSP-modules), (c)
environmental changes (e.g., external temperature in system
compartment), or (d) aging (e.g., FPGA die, BGA connections due to oxidizing, and vibration/acceleration). In
other words, multiobjective RTSA is based on self-adaptation of evaluation models to multiple factors which inﬂuence
the performance of the SoPC deployed on a particular FPGA
platform. The proposed approach is based on direct measurements of power consumption and on-chip temperature
using the temperature sensor and hard-core Analog-toDigital Converter(s) (ADC) embedded in the FPGA device.
Thus, the model coeﬃcients are always accurate and up-todate for the system. Due to this, the system conﬁguration
chosen by Explorer for RTSA can be considered as an accurate and suitable solution. For example, if a ﬁeld-deployed
autonomous system experiences cold weather conditions
instead of a warm climate due to season change, it changes
the behavior of the SoC’s power consumption and die
temperature. This means the power consumption of a
particular system conﬁguration and the resultant die temperature will be diﬀerent than it was in a warmer environmental condition. The system self-calibrates its model
coeﬃcients such that they correspond to the current environmental scenario. When Explorer uses these updated
coeﬃcients to predict the power consumption and die
temperature of candidate conﬁgurations during evaluation
for RTSA, the selected solution is accurate. If the model
coeﬃcients remained static and were not updated, Explorer’s
solution would be according to the static set of coeﬃcients.
Thus, the solution’s accuracy would become dependent on
the diﬀerence between the static coeﬃcients used and the
actual coeﬃcients which should have been used. Thus, use of
dynamic models to predict power consumption and die
temperature helps Explorer to always provide accurate solutions for RTSA.
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Also, since the proposed method deals with mitigation of
both, die temperature and power consumption, which are
interrelated [16], there can be situations where both can be
satisﬁed, or when the requirements are contradicting each
other. Complex processing is required to decide whether
both can be satisﬁed or one of the two needs to be prioritized
during RTSA, depending on diﬀerent scenarios. Explorer
includes this complexity in its decision-making process.
Experimental implementation of Explorer on the ARM
Cortex-A9 core of the Xilinx Zynq ZX7Z020 device shows
that the execution time is in the order of microseconds.
Thus, in the knowledge of the authors, the proposed decision-making method is the only method that can enable
multiobjective decision space exploration in the range of
microseconds. Therefore, it allows structural adaptation to
dynamic changes in multiple interrelated constraints, in
run-time, for FPGA-based multitask multimodal systems,
thus making them self-sustainable!
The paper has the following structure: Section 2 discusses
the present-day power/thermal/fault management methods
and design space exploration methods used for embedded
systems. It analyzes them from the perspective of multiobjective RTSA. Section 3 provides an overview on the static
infrastructure required to eﬃciently carry out RTSA in
systems, which has been detailed in [17–19]. Section 4
presents an overview on the run-time power consumption
and die temperature estimation models for FPGA-based
devices, which can be derived using methods presented in
[3, 4, 16, 20]. These models are used by Explorer to evaluate
potential system conﬁgurations while exploring solutions for
RTSA. Section 5 describes the system characteristics/parameters that are required for Explorer to function properly.
Section 6 presents details of the diﬀerent decision paths that
Explorer follows under diﬀerent cases in order to ﬁnd a
suitable system conﬁguration that satisﬁes the set of system
constraints at that time. Section 7 demonstrates how Explorer performs its run-time decision-making to select the
appropriate solution for RTSA, using diﬀerent example
scenarios. Section 8 presents an analysis of the worst-case
execution time of Explorer for the example considered in
Section 7 and validates its suitability for RTSA. Section 9
concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review
Since the focus of this paper is on multiobjective run-time
structural adaptation, the related research publications have
been observed from two perspectives:
(a) Existing methods for power/thermal/fault management in embedded systems: this part of the study
observes and analyzes why the currently used
techniques cannot directly be applied to achieve runtime adaptation to multiple objectives, namely, dynamic workload, power budget, die temperature, and
hardware resource constraints, in multitask multimodal systems.
(b) Existing design space exploration methods for embedded systems: the present-day research eﬀorts in
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the area of decision-making methods for structural
adaptation are mostly associated with DSE for SoC
architecture and optimization. As discussed in the
Introduction section, RTSA is the solution for
FPGA-based multitask multimodal systems to sustain themselves against multiple changing constraints. This part of the literature study observes and
analyzes why currently used methods are diﬃcult to
adopt to achieve RTSA for the said class of systems.
A look into the present-day research eﬀorts shows that
there are several methods used for run-time adaptation to
diﬀerent parameters. Methods such as power gating [21, 22],
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and DFS
[23–26], dynamic scheduling techniques [25, 27–30] and
dynamic mapping techniques [25, 31–33], and dynamic task
migration are used for power and/or thermal aware workload management. Methods such as Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) and scrubbing [34–36], Built-in Self-Test
(BIST) procedures [37], device reprogramming to avoid
damaged regions [38], dynamic scheduling and mapping
[39–41], run-time relocation based methods [42, 43], and
variant-based methods [44–47] are commonly used methods
for fault management. Many systems deployed on FPGAs/
SoPCs make use of RTOS or similar management systems to
adapt to diﬀerent dynamic system parameters. The basic
functions of these RTOSs have been outlined in the literature; they carry out task scheduling, task mapping and
allocation, intertask communication, task to RTOS communication, task conﬁguration, etc. [48, 49]. R3TOS
[39, 50, 51], BORPH [52], CAP-OS [53], ReConOS [54],
Operating System for Reconﬁgurable Systems (OS4RS) [55],
and references [39, 54, 56–61] are some examples of RTOSs
or management methods that cater to diﬀerent types of
systems, those which support hardware or software tasks
alone and those which include both. They carry out the same
functions outlined in the literature; their extent and complexity depends on the system structure and the type of
workload being supported.
The following can be found from the diﬀerent adaptation
methods observed above:
(a) Most RTOSs and management methods are directed
towards instruction-based processor-centric systems; for SoCs, these methods focus on the hard- or
soft-core processors associated with the SoCs. These
methods therefore depend on the nature of the tasks
which have their speciﬁc deadlines, worst-case execution time, slack times, etc. Hence, they are well
suited for algorithmically intensive tasks performed
by sequential processors. Considering autonomous
and mobile systems, which are the focus of this
paper, they process multiple multimodal data-stream
processing tasks, which are implemented as dedicated hardware circuits. Since these tasks are continuously processing incoming data streams, their
characteristics are not similar to the algorithmically
intensive tasks. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to use the
above observed methods to manage the type of tasks
considered here.
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(b) The observed methods cannot enable run-time adaptation to all the parameters: workload performance, power, thermal, and resource constraints.
They carry out workload management to satisfy only
one or two parameters. This is because the eﬀort is to
optimize a single parameter keeping all the other
constraints ﬁxed. For example, the system’s power
consumption is minimized under ﬁxed task-performance and resource constraints. Adaptation to
multiple dynamic parameters requires varying the
parameter to be prioritized based on need. This
means that, if the system’s power budget is low, its
power consumption must be reduced in accordance
with the new power budget by adjusting the performance of the tasks accordingly. This reduced
power consumption needs not be the system’s
minimum power consumption. It must be just below
the new constraint such that the other system parameters are also satisﬁed. Alternatively, if executing
a set of tasks is imperative, task performance is
prioritized. In this case, performance of noncritical
tasks is adjusted such that performance of the critical
tasks remains at the required value and the overall
power consumption of the system and die temperature are within the set limits at that time. Since the
observed methods are mainly single parameter optimization methods, they cannot achieve a balanced
adaptation to multiple dynamic parameters.here.
(c) The observed run-time adaptation methods manage
tasks with ﬁxed implementation circuits. In other
words, only a procedural way of adaptation is
available by rescheduling the tasks (ﬂexibility of
time) and reallocating/remapping them on diﬀerent
available processing, memory, and communication
resources (ﬂexibility of space). With this, it may not
always be possible to satisfy dynamically varying
environmental constraints. For example, the minimum power consumption achieved by rescheduling
the tasks may satisfy a ﬁxed power budget constraint.
However, when the power budget constraint itself is
dynamic, the obtained minimum power consumption may be higher than a new reduced power budget
of the system. To be able to satisfy multiple dynamic
system and environmental parameters, there must a
higher level of ﬂexibility. To achieve this, tasks must
have diﬀerent implementation variants, i.e., ASP
circuit variants (ﬂexibility of form). In turn, this
dictates the need for RTSA, as discussed in the Introduction section. Since the existing methods lack
this ﬂexibility of form, they cannot be directly applied for run-time multiobjective adaptation.

The idea of using diﬀerent implementation versions of
tasks for run-time adaptation is gaining consideration, and
some research work can be seen in this direction. The use of
task implementation variants is observed for systems supporting software tasks [62–64], hardware tasks [65–67], and
those supporting both, software and hardware tasks [68].
However, these methods target adaptation to individual

parameters and not multiobjective adaptation process. Also,
for most methods, the number of possible scenarios to adapt
to which the diﬀerent variants are used is not many and is
predeﬁned or predictable. Therefore, these methods do not
need to consider development of associated decision-making mechanisms due to the simpliﬁed process of variant
selection. Thus, although these methods use the concept of
variants, they cannot be applied for run-time adaptation to
multiple dynamic unpredictable constraints.
It is understood from the above observation of the literature and the Introduction section that RTSA seems to be
the potential solution for FPGA-based systems to be selfsustainable against (a) multitask and multimodal workloads
with unpredictable combination of tasks activated for parallel execution, (b) unpredictable variations of external to
SoC and environmental factors, and (c) unpredictable
variation of hardware resource constraints caused by
transient or permanent hardware faults. To practically deploy RTSA, a run-time decision-making method is required
which can select a suitable conﬁguration at run-time that
satisﬁes the system’s set of constraints whenever there is
change in any of the constraints. The currently adopted
design space exploration methods are observed from this
perspective. Heuristic methods, evolutionary algorithms, or
their combinations are mostly adopted for design space
exploration and multiobjective optimization in the domain
of embedded system design. In the case of embedded systems, heuristic methods have mostly been applied at system
level for design of processor systems, memory subsystems,
SoC/MPSoC platforms, etc. Pareto Simulated Annealing
(PSA) [8], sensitivity-based local search multiobjective design space exploration [69], Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) [9], and Ant Colony Optimization
[10, 70–72] are some examples of such heuristic methods.
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are commonly used in
component-level and system-level design for embedded
systems. They make use of EAs such as Greedy Evolutionary
Multiobjective Optimization (GEMO) [73], Strength Pareto
Evolutionary Algorithm-2 (SPEA2) [11, 12], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [74–77], and Nondominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [13–15]. Use of methods involving
Design of Experiments (DoE) and Resource Surface Modeling (RSM) is also observed for design space exploration
[78, 79].
From the observed design space exploration methods for
embedded systems, it can be analyzed that they are mostly
design-time processes and are carried out while choosing/
designing a suitable system architecture based on design
speciﬁcations. Since the heuristic methods and evolutionary
algorithms are used to ﬁnd an optimum architectural solution that will last for the entire lifetime of the system, they
ensure that the process is extremely accurate. They, therefore, involve a large number of iterations and detailed
evaluation of multiple conﬁgurations in every iteration for
every system objective, which may take seconds to many
hours per conﬁguration depending on the application. Thus,
they have very large exploration times ranging from hours to
days. DoE- and RSM-based methods also involve iterative
learning of models while generating optimal solutions. As a
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result, use of actual synthesis or detailed simulations is
inevitable for these methods, making them unsuitable to be
adopted for run-time decision space exploration.
Thus, from a review of the literature, it can be seen that in
general, there is a lack of methods which can enable RTSA in
autonomous and mobile systems. For RTSA, a noniterative
method is required, which can explore and evaluate a very
large decision space against multiple objectives to select a
suitable solution within the mode-switching time available
with the system, in the order of units of seconds or even less,
such that it closely satisﬁes all the system constraints. It must
be able to do so every time the system requires to adapt due
to the changing set of constraints, i.e., changing workload,
power, thermal, or hardware resource constraints. Thus,
there is a need to formulate a decision-making method
which achieves this aforementioned goal so that systems can
carry out RTSA to unpredictable changes in multiple internal and external factors, whenever the need arises, and
thus can be self-sustainable.
This paper proposes a novel run-time decision-making
method, called Decision Space Explorer, which meets the
said requirements. With the approach used by the method,
the huge decision space of system conﬁgurations to be
explored is tremendously reduced. Whenever there is a
change in the system’s set of constraints, Explorer scans
through a small number of candidate conﬁgurations from
the already reduced decision space and selects an appropriate conﬁguration that satisﬁes the system’s mode, power
budget, die temperature, and available hardware resource
conditions, all within a time frame permissible for RTSA.
Explorer uses mathematical models to predict the power
consumption and die temperature for the candidate conﬁgurations in run-time. The models are dynamic in nature;
the coeﬃcients get self-updated whenever required; in situations such as system updates, changes in environmental
conditions, and aging. This allows Explorer to select an
accurate solution for RTSA at any given time on any partially
reconﬁgurable FPGA-based hardware platform.

component of a task, and a control circuit called Co-Op unit.
The portion of a task’s ASP circuit that occupies a PRR is
called an ASP component. The Co-Op unit is responsible for
control and communication on behalf of the ASP circuit/
component it is associated with. The CMFUs can be static or
dynamic. Static CMFUs are always needed by the SoPC
because these CMFUs provide application-speciﬁc interface
to the sensors, actuators, external memory modules, etc. In
contrast to static CMFU(s), dynamic CMFUs correspond to
the tasks that form the current system mode. The DCCI, in
essence a crossbar, implements the on-chip communication
and control capabilities. The communication ports of the
DCCI, which connect to one slot each, have control circuits
called Local Connection Control Units (LCCUs). These
LCCUs communicate with the Co-Op units of CMFUs to
establish the needed communication links and synchronization. Finally, the BCM is responsible for all conﬁguration
activities in the system; it contains interfaces to bitstream
storage memories and one of the FPGA conﬁguration interfaces. With the help of this architecture, components of
an ASP circuit can self-integrate to form a functional task
and the diﬀerent tasks can self-integrate to form a functional
system mode. The BCM deploys the required CMFUs in the
system through DPR. Individual CMFUs, with the help of
their Co-Op units and the corresponding LCCUs in the
DCCI, manage their own connectivity and synchronization
with the CMFUs of the same or other tasks. The CMFUs can
decide for themselves when they need to be connected to/
disconnected from the system and when their activity needs
to be initiated or terminated. All this information is hardcoded in the Co-Op units of the CMFUs at design time.
Thus, the process of RTSA becomes seamless when the
static MACROS framework is deployed on the FPGA, and
the ASP circuit variants of all the tasks are appropriately
packed into CMFUs/partial bitstreams at design time. At the
time of run-time adaption, the system only needs to select
the appropriate variants of active system tasks, and the rest is
taken care of by the MACROS framework.

3. MACROS Framework

4. Dynamic Run-Time Power Consumption and
Die Temperature Estimation Models

A system capable of RTSA must have an underlying architecture that supports the RTSA process. It must allow a
system to dynamically change its conﬁguration within a time
span allowed by the application running on the system,
usually within units of seconds or even less. Such a
framework, called the “Multimode Adaptive Collaborative
Reconﬁgurable self-Organized System” (MACROS) framework, has been developed, and details of which can be found
in [17–19]. This section provides a brief overview on the
MACROS framework.
The basic architecture of MACROS framework is shown
in Figure 1. It consists of three main parts: (a) several
identical PRRs called slots on the FPGA, (b) a Distributed
Communication and Control Infrastructure (DCCI), and (c)
a Bitstream and Conﬁguration Management system (BCM).
Partial bitstreams that can be conﬁgured in the PRRs/slots of
the FPGA are referred as Collaborative Macro-Functional
Units (CMFUs). A CMFU consists of two parts: ASP circuit/

To carry out multiobjective RTSA, Explorer needs to evaluate
potential system conﬁgurations to choose the appropriate one
that closely satisﬁes all the constraints. This means that Explorer needs to know how much power a system conﬁguration would consume and how it will aﬀect the temperature
when it is conﬁgured on the SoPC die. One possible solution
is to store the power consumption and die temperature for all
the possible system conﬁgurations in a Look-Up-Table (LUT)
during system-design phase. Using the same example of the
system having a total of 64 tasks, 64 variants per task, and 25
modes and 20 tasks per mode, this would mean measuring the
power consumption and die temperature of 25 modes × 6420
conﬁgurations per mode during system-design phase and
feeding these values in a very large LUT. If there are changes
in the functionality of some tasks, addition of some tasks,
changes in the hardware platform, or in environmental
conditions, the values of power consumption and die
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Figure 1: Architecture of MACROS framework.

temperature stored in the LUT will not hold true. This means
that the LUT will need to be updated; that is, the power
consumption and die temperature for all the system conﬁgurations will need to be measured again and stored in the
LUT. It is impractical to store a LUT of such a large size and
also repeatedly update the LUT every time there is a change in
some internal or external factor. Thus, measuring and storing
the power consumption and die temperature of all the possible system conﬁgurations in LUTs is not a feasible solution.
It is necessary to have dynamic analytical models which can
estimate the power consumption and die temperature of
system conﬁgurations under evaluation at run-time. The
models need to be simple enough to allow prediction in a runtime scenario and accurate enough to serve the purpose of
adaptation. The model coeﬃcients are dynamic; the system
updates/calibrates these coeﬃcients whenever the need arises.
This way, all the possible unpredictable changes are taken care
of. Thus, dynamic run-time models help accurate evaluation
of candidate conﬁgurations under consideration so that an
accurate solution can be chosen for RTSA.
It has been demonstrated in [4, 16] that while modeling
the TPC and DT of a FPGA for a conﬁguration, it is the

N −1

DPC(FPGA) (mW) �

Saturated TPC (STPC) and Saturated DT (SDT) that need to
be modeled. The method to derive the SDT Estimation Model
(SDTEM) and the STPC Estimation Model (STPCEM) for a
FPGA/SoC device is presented in [16]. The STPCEM estimates the STPC of the FPGA/SoC under consideration with
the help of the Dynamic Power Consumption Estimation
Model (DPCEM). The SDTEM in turn estimates the SDT in
terms of the STPC of the system. The method to derive the
DPCEM is presented in [3, 20], which results in a linear
equation that estimates the DPC of the FPGA/SoC in terms of
the operating frequency of the tasks and the reconﬁgurable
resources of the FPGA, namely, Logic, BRAM, and DSP slices
[80, 81] used by the tasks. The following equations summarize
how the DPC, STPC, and SDT of a FPGA can be estimated at
run-time for a system conﬁguration of multiple tasks running
at diﬀerent frequencies with the models derived using the
methods presented in [3, 16, 20].
Equation (13) in [3] represents the DPCEM of a FPGA that
estimates the DPC for a system conﬁguration with Nc tasks
such that all the tasks operate at the same frequency at a point
of time and have the same model coeﬃcients. It is as follows:

N −1

N −1

c
c
c
Fcc ⎛
⎠,
× ⎝CLS ×  NLS + CBS ×  NBS + CDS ×  NDS + CF ⎞
Fmin
n�0
n�0
n�0

(1)
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where Fcc is the operating frequency, Fmin is the minimum
operating frequency of the tasks, and CLS , CBS , and CDS are
the coeﬃcients relating DPC to the number of Logic slices
NLS , BRAM slices NBS , and DSP slices NDS , respectively. CF
is the frequency-dependent constant that represents the
DPC of the total IOBs used by the tasks.
In equation (1), since all the tasks are operating at the
same frequency and have the same model coeﬃcients, the
resource utilization of the system conﬁguration is the sum of
the resource utilization of the ASP circuit variants of the
individual tasks. However, in general, in multitask applications, individual tasks of a conﬁguration can operate at

diﬀerent frequencies and they may or may not have the same
model coeﬃcients. Due to this, resource utilization of individual tasks cannot be summed up together. Therefore, the
DPC of the system conﬁguration with Nc tasks operating at
diﬀerent frequencies is obtained as
DPC(FPGA) (mW) � DPC(Task1 ) + DPC(Task2 ) + · · · + DPC

TaskNc 

,

(2)
where the DPC of each task can be obtained using equation
(7) of [3] as

F
DPC(Taskn )(mW) � ccn × CLSn × NLSn + CBSn × NBSn + CDSn × NDSn + CFn ,
F

(3)

min

where Fccn is the operating frequency of Taskn and CLSn ,
CBSn , and CDSn are the coeﬃcients relating DPC of the task to
the number of Logic slices NLSn , BRAM slices NBSn , and DSP
slices NDSn , respectively used by Taskn . CFn is the frequencydependent constant that represents the DPC of the IOBs
used by Taskn .
Thus, equations (2) and (3) together represent the
DPCEM of a FPGA for a system conﬁguration with multiple
tasks operating at diﬀerent frequencies. Once DPC is estimated using this DPCEM, it can be incorporated in the
STPCEM equation; that is, equations (4) and (5) of [16]
combined together, to estimate the STPC of the system
conﬁguration, shown as follows:
STPC(FPGA) (W) � SPC(W) + SPP(W) + DPC(W) + R(W),

(4)
where SPC is the system’s static power consumption, SPP is
the power consumption of the hard-core processor on the
SoPC if any, and R is the rise in TPC to reach STPC. SPC,
SPP, and R are one-time oﬄine measurements, and the DPC
is estimated using the DPCEM; that is, equations (2) and (3)
combined together.
Once STPC is estimated using this STPCEM, it can be
incorporated in the SDTEM equation, i.e., equation (7) of
[16] to estimate the SDT of the system conﬁguration as
follows:
SDT ° C � M × STPC(W) + C,

(5)

where M is the slope which relates the SDT and STPC, and C
is a constant. STPC can be estimated from equation (4).
It can be seen that the DPCEM, STPCEM, and SDTEM
are linear equations. Explorer can, therefore, estimate the
STPC and SDT of the FPGA/SoC device for candidate
system conﬁgurations with a very small execution time,
which is apt for run-time evaluation of possible solutions
and selection of an appropriate one that closely satisﬁes all
the system constraints.

5. System Description for Explorer Functioning
With the MACROS framework and the run-time STPC and
SDT estimation models in place, this section describes the
system characteristics/parameters that are required for
proper functioning of Explorer. Let the system have a total of
N tasks, denoted as Tj , where j � 0 to N − 1. Let M be the
number of modes of operation, denoted as Mm , where
m � 0 to M − 1. Let Nm be the number of tasks in a system
mode Mm . Each task in a mode Mm has a certain priority,
Pk , where k � 0 to Nm − 1. The task with priority P0 has the
highest priority, and the one with priority P(Nm −1) has the
least priority. Characteristics of tasks in each mode are
stored in a “Mode-LUT.” Each system task has several ASP
circuit variants for RTSA. The number of ASP circuit variants of a task Tj is referred as Vj . Characteristics of the ASP
circuit variant of all the tasks, i.e., their resource utilization,
operating frequency, and performance, are stored in a
“Variant-LUT.” Consider an example of a multitask multimodal system having a total of 6 tasks (N � 6), T0 to T5 ,
and three modes (M � 3), M0 to M2 . The number of tasks in
each mode is represented as N0 to N2 . The Mode-LUT for
this example is shown in Table 1. The table shows the
following:
(i) The number of tasks in each mode
(ii) The set of tasks that form the mode along with their
priorities
(iii) Range of permitted performance speciﬁcation of
each task in each mode, i.e., maximum performance
hspec to minimum permitted performance lspec
(iv) The existence condition EC for every task, which
determines whether a task in a mode can be
eliminated during system operation or not
For example, mode M2 of the system has N2 � 3 tasks.
The mode involves tasks T0 , T1 , and T3 in the same order of
priority. This means P0 � T0 , P1 � T1 , and P2 � T3 . The hspec
and lspec values provided in the Mode-LUT are relative with
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Table 1: An example of Mode-LUT for Explorerv3.
P�0

Mode

No. of tasks (Nm )

hspec

P�1
lspec

hspec

EC
T2
M0

N0 � 4

8

N1 � 4

8

8

8

8

N2 � 3

8

8

8

8

8

2

respect to the minimum values. For example, performance
of T0 is measured in frames per second (fps). If the maximum and minimum frame rates are 240 fps and 30 fps, they
can be referred in a relative scale of 8 to 1. Thus, in mode M2 ,
as shown in Table 1, T0 has hspec � lspec � 8, which means it is
a critical task that always needs to operate at 240 fps.
Similarly, if performance of T3 is measured in Mbps and if
the maximum and minimum permitted data rate is 16 and
2 Mbps, respectively, they can also be referred on a relative
scale of 8 to 1. In mode M2 , T3 has hspec � 8 and lspec � 2,
which means it can have an output data rate in the range of
16 Mbps and 4 Mbps. From the values of EC of the tasks, T0
and T1 cannot be eliminated during system operation, while
T3 can be eliminated.
For the considered example, each task T0 to T5 has 10
ASP circuit variants, i.e., V0 to V5 � 10. Table 2 represents
the Variant-LUT for the tasks. It stores the performance,
operating frequency, number of FPGA slots, Logic slices,
BRAM slices, and DSP slices occupied by each variant of
each task.
Some other system parameters required for Explorer
operation are as follows:
(i) The current performance of a task is expressed by
the parameter called Current Possible Performance
(CPP). Since a task’s performance can be modiﬁed
between hspec and lspec during RTSA, CPP refers to
the performance of a task at which Explorer is
attempting to ﬁnd an ASP circuit variant for that
task during RTSA.
(ii) Since the ASP circuit variants can operate at different frequencies, the current operating frequency
of a task Tj is referred as Fj .
(iii) Since tasks can be eliminated to adapt to the existing
constraints, the active number of tasks in a mode
Mm may not always be equal to Nm . A track of the
active number of tasks is maintained by a parameter
Na , where Na ≤ Nm .
(iv) While the performance constraints (hspec to lspec ) for
the system tasks can be obtained from the ModeLUT, the system also stores the other constraints in a
set called Constraint Set. The constraints include the
current required mode Mm , the power budget in
terms of permitted total power consumption (PTPC),

8

8

8

8

4
0
T1

2

8

lspec
EC
T4

0
T3
8

1

hspec

0
T5

0
T1

1

P�3
lspec

EC
T0

1
T2

1
T0
M2

hspec

EC
T5

1
T3
M1

P�2
lspec

8

2
0

2
0

permitted die temperature range (PDTR)
(Tlow − Thigh ), and available hardware resources in
terms of number of slots Ns . An example of the
Constraint Set is shown in Table 3. This set of constraints is dynamic; that is, it is updated in run-time
whenever there is a change in some or all the constraints. Change in system mode may be required
either due to events such as position of the system
(e.g., orbital position of a satellite requiring execution
of a set of tasks) or unpredictable events such as
approach to/collision with an object (e.g., pedestrian
appearing in front of a self-driven car), etc. PTPC
depends on the power consumption of the current set
of executing tasks and the available power (e.g., solar/
wind energy for rechargeable batteries). PTPC can
drop/rise due to factors such as more/less power
consumed by the tasks in the current system mode, a
possible fault/fault restoration in the power generator,
absence/abundance of solar or wind energy to recharge the power sources, etc. PDTR depends on
factors such as PTPC [16], current die temperature,
oﬀ-chip, i.e., on-board temperature, and external
environmental temperature. PDTR can rise or fall
depending on PTPC and the diﬀerence between the
on-chip and oﬀ-chip temperatures. Usually, since
power consumption and die temperature are related,
a rise/fall in PTPC does result in a rise/fall in the
PDTR, and the amount of which depends on the
other factors which inﬂuence the PDTR. Ns can
dynamically change due to occurrence or restoration
of hardware faults.
(v) The system stores the DPCEM, STPCEM, and
SDTEM coeﬃcients for the current application and
FPGA/SoPC device on which the system is developed.
These coeﬃcients are used by Explorer to evaluate the
power consumption and die temperature of candidate
system conﬁgurations during the RTSA process.

6. Explorer Functioning
On system start-up, Explorer functions to ﬁnd the system
conﬁguration that sets the system in its default mode and
which satisﬁes the default values in the Constraint Set. It is
then invoked whenever there is a change in the set of
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Table 2: An example of Variant-LUT for Explorer.
Variant no.
T0 − 0
T0 − 1
T0 − 2
T0 − 3
T0 − 4
T0 − 5
T0 − 6
T0 − 7
T0 − 8
T0 − 9
T1 − 0
T1 − 1
T1 − 2
T1 − 3
T1 − 4
T1 − 5
T1 − 6
T1 − 7
T1 − 8
T1 − 9
T2 − 0
T2 − 1
T2 − 2
T2 − 3
T2 − 4
T2 − 5
T2 − 6
T2 − 7
T2 − 8
T2 − 9
T3 − 0
T3 − 1
T3 − 2
T3 − 3
T3 − 4
T3 − 5
T3 − 6
T3 − 7
T3 − 8
T3 − 9
T4 − 0
T4 − 1
T4 − 2
T4 − 3
T4 − 4
T4 − 5
T4 − 6
T4 − 7
T4 − 8
T4 − 9
T5 − 0
T5 − 1
T5 − 2
T5 − 3
T5 − 4
T5 − 5
T5 − 6
T5 − 7
T5 − 8
T5 − 9

No. of slots

Fsys (MHz)

Performance

Logic slices

BRAM slices

DSP slices

1
2
1
3
2
1
5
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
5
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
5
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
5
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
5
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
5
3
2
1

240
120
120
60
60
60
30
30
30
30
240
120
120
60
60
60
30
30
30
30
240
120
120
60
60
60
30
30
30
30
240
120
120
60
60
60
30
30
30
30
240
120
120
60
60
60
30
30
30
30
240
120
120
60
60
60
30
30
30
30

8
8
4
8
4
2
8
4
2
1
8
8
4
8
4
2
8
4
2
1
8
8
4
8
4
2
8
4
2
1
8
8
4
8
4
2
8
4
2
1
8
8
4
8
4
2
8
4
2
1
8
8
4
8
4
2
8
4
2
1

3093
6062
3093
11877
6062
3093
23259
11877
6062
3093
2061
4040
2061
7914
4040
2061
15499
7914
4040
2061
5003
9806
5003
19212
9806
5003
37623
19212
9806
5003
4009
7858
4009
15395
7858
4009
30148
15395
7858
4009
5088
9972
5088
19338
9972
5088
38162
19338
9972
5088
2567
5011
2567
9857
5011
2567
19104
9857
5011
2567

43
79
43
142
79
43
270
142
79
43
22
36
22
67
36
22
121
67
36
22
27
44
27
79
44
27
142
79
44
27
17
27
17
43
27
17
76
43
27
17
39
68
39
122
68
39
228
122
68
39
33
53
33
92
53
33
164
92
53
33

30
54
30
101
54
30
193
101
54
30
82
158
82
304
158
82
589
304
158
82
24
37
24
66
37
24
122
66
37
24
47
86
47
159
86
47
298
159
86
47
51
82
51
148
82
51
274
148
82
51
73
131
73
255
131
73
497
255
131
73
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Table 3: An example of Constraint Set for Explorer.

Mode Mi
M0

PTPC (W)

PDTR (°C)

Ns

6

68–70

8

constraints. Based on the changes observed in the Constraint
Set, Explorer follows diﬀerent decision ﬂows which are
discussed below.
6.1. Constraint_Monitor Flow. Explorer uses this ﬂow,
shown in Figure 2, when it is invoked due to dynamic
changes in the Constraint Set, i.e., changes in the system
mode, power budget, die temperature, and/or hardware
resources. Based on the change observed in the Constraint
Set, Explorer follows one of the ﬂows discussed in this
section. It is to be noted that Explorer can be invoked only
when it has completed one ﬂow cycle; that is, it has come out
of the ﬂow that it was currently working on. Therefore, if
there are multiple changes in the Constraint Set, the order of
priority is as follows: change of mode followed by change in
number of available slots, followed by power budget change
and die temperature constraint change. If a change in mode
is required, the active set of tasks must be modiﬁed
according to the new required mode. Therefore, Explorer
must cater to this change ﬁrst. If there is a hardware fault or
it is restored, it aﬀects the available number of slots. This can
reduce the hardware resources available for the executing
tasks or it can make space for tasks to function at a better
performance. Therefore, change in hardware resource
constraint needs to be considered before power budget and
die temperature constraints. It has been discussed in the
Temperature_Analysis Flow that for the system’s survival,
meeting the PTPC constraint has a higher preference over
the PDTR constraint. Therefore, change in the PTPC is
catered to before change in PDTR. Based on this discussion,
the following cases are possible:
(i) If there is a request for change in system mode,
Explorer goes to the Mode_Change Flow to ﬁnd a
suitable system conﬁguration for the set of tasks that
form the mode. If there are simultaneous changes in
resource, power budget, and/or die temperature
constraints, the system conﬁguration for the new
mode is selected based on the new constraints.
(ii) If there is a change in the available hardware resources due to occurrence of a hardware fault,
Explorer goes to the Hardware_Fault Flow to adapt
the system to the reduced hardware resources.
Alternatively, if a hardware fault is restored, Explorer goes to the Hardware_Fault_Recovery Flow
to adapt to the increased hardware resources. If
there are simultaneous changes in power budget
and/or die temperature constraints, they are catered
to, in the said ﬂows, after the hardware resource
constraint is satisﬁed.
(iii) If the PTPC has dropped, Explorer checks if the
STPC of the current conﬁguration (CSTPC) meets
the new PTPC constraint. If it satisﬁes the new

PTPC speciﬁcation, Explorer goes to the Temperature_Analysis Flow to see if the PDTR requirement
is met. However, if CSTPC > PTPC, it means the
current system conﬁguration fails the new power
budget restriction. Explorer goes to the Reduce_System_DPC Flow to ﬁnd a candidate conﬁguration with lower Estimated STPC (ESTPC). Once
such a conﬁguration is found and evaluated for the
PTPC constraint using the Power_Analysis Flow,
Explorer goes to the Temperature_Analysis Flow to
see if the PDTR requirement is met.
(iv) If power budget has increased, Explorer needs to
ﬁnd a conﬁguration such that CSTPC < ESTPC
< PTPC. This means that the ESTPC of the new
candidate conﬁguration must be higher than the
TPC of the current conﬁguration, but lower than the
new PTPC constraint. To achieve this, Explorer
jumps to the Increased_Power_Budget Flow. Once
such a conﬁguration is found and evaluated for the
PTPC constraint using the Power_Analysis Flow,
Explorer goes to the Temperature_Analysis Flow to
see if the PDTR requirement is met.
(v) If there is no change in PTPC, but there is a change
in the PDTR, Explorer goes to the Temperature_Analysis Flow to see where the die temperature of the current conﬁguration stands with
respect to the new PDTR and accordingly decide the
next steps to be taken.
6.2. Mode_Change Flow. Explorer comes to this ﬂow, shown
in Figure 3, during the system start-up in default mode or
when it invoked to change the mode of operation while the
system is running. Explorer extracts the PTPC, PDTR, and
Ns from the Constraint Set. Explorer then extracts the tasks
that form the mode Mm , their priorities, and performance
speciﬁcations from the Mode-LUT. It sets Na � Nm , the
CPP of each task in the mode Mm to its hspec and frequency
of every task Tj to its maximum operating frequency Fj max .
It then jumps to the Find_System_Conﬁguration Flow to
select ASP circuit variants for all the tasks in the mode Mm
such that the resultant conﬁguration establishes system
parameters that are closest to the Constraint Set.
6.3. Find_System_Conﬁguration Flow. This decision ﬂow,
shown in Figure 4, helps Explorer to select a suitable system
conﬁguration, i.e., ASP circuit variants for the tasks in the
active set, which are appropriate according to the existing set
of constraints. The search begins from the task with highest
priority P0 . Explorer jumps to the Find_Task_Variant Flow
to ﬁnd a suitable ASP circuit variant for that task. Once a
variant is selected and Explorer is back to this ﬂow, it moves
to the next task, i.e., task with priority P1 , and repeats the
process. This continues up to the last active task, i.e., task
with priority PNa −1. Once the ASP circuit variants of all the
tasks are selected, the set forms the candidate system conﬁguration to be evaluated against the power budget and
temperature constraints. Note that selection of a candidate
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Figure 2: Constraint_Monitor ﬂow of Explorer.

implies that it meets the hardware resource constraint.
Explorer therefore goes to the Power_Analysis Flow for the
required veriﬁcation.
6.4. Find_Task_Variant Flow. Explorer uses this ﬂow, shown
in Figure 5, to select a suitable ASP circuit variant for a task
Tj under consideration from its Variant-LUT. Starting from
the top of the LUT, Explorer checks if the frequency of the
ASP circuit variant is equal to the required frequency Fj , if
performance of the ASP circuit variant is equal to CPP of the
task, and if it ﬁts in the available number of slots on the
FPGA. If no variant is selected due to lack of available
number of spare slots, Explorer goes to the Space_Adjustment Flow to create space for the task. If there is no variant
selected due to any other reason, there is an error. This can
happen only if there is some error while deﬁning the system
and task speciﬁcations during design time. Once an ASP
circuit variant that matches all the conditions is found,
Explorer returns to the ﬂow that had invoked the Find_Task_Variant Flow.
6.5. Power_Analysis Flow. This ﬂow, shown in Figure 6, is
used to evaluate whether a candidate system conﬁguration
meets the PTPC constraint. Explorer extracts the resource
utilization of the system conﬁguration from the Variant-

LUT, and the STPCEM coeﬃcients to estimate the STPC of
this conﬁguration. If ESTPC ≤ PTPC, the conﬁguration
meets the power budget constraint. It then goes to the
Temperature_Analysis Flow and checks whether the candidate conﬁguration satisﬁes the PDTR. On the other hand,
if ESTPC > PTPC, the candidate conﬁguration does not
satisfy the PTPC constraint. Explorer therefore goes to the
Reduce_System_DPC Flow to begin the search for another
system conﬁguration which has a lower ESTPC to satisfy the
PTPC.
6.6. Temperature_Analysis Flow. This ﬂow, shown in Figure 7, is used to evaluate whether a system conﬁguration
meets the PDTR constraint. Explorer comes to this ﬂow
either after evaluating a candidate system conﬁguration for
the power budget constraint using the Power_Analysis Flow
or it approaches this ﬂow directly if there is a change in only
the PDTR in the Constraint Set. In the former case, Explorer
uses the SDTEM coeﬃcients to estimate the die temperature
(ESDT) that the conﬁguration would result in, while in the
latter case, Explorer evaluates the SDT of the current conﬁguration (CSDT) against the PDTR constraint. If
Tlow ≤ ESDT/CSDT ≤Thigh , the conﬁguration satisﬁes the
PDTR constraint and is, therefore, selected as the new
system conﬁguration. Explorer then waits for the next
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Figure 3: Mode_Change ﬂow of Explorer.
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Go to next lower priority task

Figure 5: Find_Task_Variant ﬂow of Explorer.

be able to survive for the required amount of time and may
die down before the system can be recharged. To avoid this,
power budget constraint gets a priority over the die temperature constraint. Therefore, in case of contradicting
constraints, the system sticks to the conﬁguration that meets
the PTPC requirement. If ESDT/CSDT >THigh , the candidate conﬁguration fails the PDTR constraint. Explorer goes
to the Reduce_System_DPC Flow to begin the search for
another system conﬁguration which has a lower ESTPC and
hence lower ESDT to satisfy the PDTR. Finding a conﬁguration which has lower ESTPC than the current candidate
does not aﬀect the system, as that conﬁguration will also
satisfy the power budget constraint. In fact, it will increase
the time the system can survive without being recharged. The
only cost could be degradation in the performance of some
less critical tasks if enough slots are not available to maintain
their performance.

Figure 4: Find_System_Conﬁguration ﬂow of Explorer.

instance it is invoked. If ESDT/CSDT <TLow , the system will
still have to accept the conﬁguration as the new system
conﬁguration. This is because, to increase the die temperature, a candidate conﬁguration which has a higher ESTPC
will need to be found. Such a conﬁguration will fail the
power budget constraint. If the system works on a conﬁguration that does not meet the PTPC constraint, it may not

6.7. Space_Adjustment Flow. When the frequency Fj of a
task Tj is reduced to reduce the system’s power consumption, the corresponding ASP circuit variant will occupy
more slots if the task performance needs to be maintained. In
such a scenario, it is possible that enough spare slots are not
available to accommodate the ASP circuit variant. Explorer
uses this ﬂow, shown in Figure 8, to cater to the issue. It tries
to reduce the performance, i.e., CPP, of task Tj by a step
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Figure 7: Temperature_Analysis ﬂow of Explorer.
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Figure 6: Power_Analysis ﬂow of Explorer.

(within the speciﬁed performance range), so that another
ASP circuit variant that occupies lesser slots could be
conﬁgured in the available space. It goes to the Find_Variant
Flow to select such an ASP circuit variant. However, if the
CPP of task Tj is already at lspec , Explorer saves the task
priority Ps and goes to the task with a higher priority. It
reduces the CPP of this task by a step to ﬁnd an ASP circuit
variant that can take up lesser number of slots so that space is
created for the task Tj with priority Ps in consideration. If
such an ASP circuit is found, Explorer goes back to the task
with priority Ps and tries to ﬁnd an ASP circuit variant that
can ﬁt in the new created space using the Find_Variant Flow.
If an ASP circuit variant for task Tj is found, Explorer goes
back to the original ﬂow that had invoked this ﬂow. While
working with tasks of higher priority than Ps to create free
slots, if all the tasks right up to P0 are operating at lspec , as a
result of which CPP of none of the tasks can be lowered
further, the task with least priority, P(Na −1), among the active
set of tasks needs to be eliminated. Note that a task with
priority Ps may or may not be the one with least priority
P(Na −1). If the EC of the least priority task � 0, the task is
removed. If EC � 1, Explorer throws an error. This again
indicates erroneous speciﬁcations during system-design
time. It is to be noted that when a task is removed, there can
be a big drop in power consumption of the resultant system
conﬁguration. This means, although Explorer came to this
ﬂow while in the process of reducing the system’s STPC, the

big drop in STPC due to the task removal may result in
ESTPC of the conﬁguration being way lower than the PTPC
constraint. This could, therefore, reverse the situation; that
is, the PTPC constraint could now act as an increased power
budget constraint. To cater to this possibility, Explorer goes
to the Increased_Power_Budget Flow when a task is removed from a conﬁguration.
6.8. Reduce_System_DPC Flow. This ﬂow, shown in
Figure 9, is used to ﬁnd a system conﬁguration that has a
lower ESTPC as compared to the current one so that the
system’s power consumption is reduced and the PTPC
and/or PDTR constraints are met. Explorer begins with
the least priority task. It reduces the frequency Fj of the
task by a step and goes to the Find_Variant Flow to look
for an ASP circuit variant at that frequency and at the
same performance or a reduced one if enough spare slots
are not available. If such a variant is found, a new candidate system conﬁguration is obtained. Explorer goes to
the Power_Analysis Flow to evaluate the ESTPC of this
conﬁguration with respect to PTPC. If a variant is not
found, Explorer follows the diﬀerent paths in the
Find_Variant Flow depending on the situation. For example, if a variant is not selected due to lack of available
spare slots, Explorer goes to the Space_Adjustment Flow,
as discussed in the Find_Variant Flow description. While
trying to reduce frequency Fj of the task, if Fj is at its
minimum value, Explorer tries to reduce the performance
of the task. It reduces CPP by a step and goes to the
Find_Variant Flow just as discussed above. If the task is
already at its lspec , it goes to a higher priority task to reduce
its frequency or CPP by a step like in the case of the least
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Figure 8: Space_Adjustment ﬂow of Explorer.
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Figure 9: Reduce_System_DPC ﬂow of Explorer.

priority task. If the frequencies of all the higher priority
tasks are at the minimum and/or the CPP of these tasks are
at their respective lspec , Explorer checks the EC condition

for the least priority active task and removes it if EC � 0. It
then goes to the Increased_Power_Budget Flow due to
same reason as discussed in the Space_Adjustment Flow.
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6.9. Increased_Power_Budget Flow. When PTPC condition
improves over the existing one, there is a scope to increase
the system’s STPC. This means that there is a scope to increase the performance of some or all the tasks which have
been operating at a lower performance due to previous low
power budget constraint. Operation at a higher performance
and frequency also frees up some slots which further allows
adding the tasks of the mode which have been eliminated
due to the previously low PTPC requirement. When Explorer is in the Reduce_System_DPC Flow, it keeps a track of
the task whose frequency or performance is last reduced
during adaptation, so that if the power budget further reduces, the run-time adaptation can begin from the same task
to save exploration and adaptation time. Let the priority of
this task be Pk . Now, when the power budget has increased,
Explorer begins adaptation using this ﬂow, shown in Figure 10, from the same task. It increases the operating frequency of this task by a step and sets its CPP to hspec . It then
goes to the Find_Variant Flow to select an ASP circuit
variant of the task with priority Pk that meets the new
frequency and performance requirements. Once a variant is
found, and if the ESTPC of the resultant conﬁguration is still
lower than the PTPC, the operating frequency Fj is increased again by a step and the process repeats. If the frequency reaches maximum and the ESTPC of the candidate
conﬁguration is still lower than PTPC, the frequency of the
next lower priority task is increased by a step and its CPP is
set to hspec . This continues till the frequency of the last active
task reaches maximum with its CPP set to hspec . If the ESTPC
is still lower than the PTPC, Explorer adds an eliminated
task of the next lower priority, if any, and repeats the above
process. The above procedure stops when a candidate
conﬁguration is found which has ESTPC > PTPC. Explorer
then goes to the Reduce_System_DPC Flow and ﬁnally
settles onto a conﬁguration which has ESTPC < PTPC. This
process is needed so that the performance of as many tasks as
possible can be increased and as many eliminated tasks as
possible can be added back. If the power budget has increased signiﬁcantly, it could be possible to have a system
conﬁguration with all the tasks of a mode running at their
maximum frequencies and performances. If Explorer accepted a conﬁguration in the ﬁrst round itself, there could
still be room for increasing some task’s performance or
adding in an eliminated task and the opportunity would
have been missed. Once a system conﬁguration that satisﬁes
the PTPC condition is selected, it is evaluated against the
PDTR requirements using the Temperature_Analysis Flow.
6.10. Hardware_Fault Flow. The method of run-time ASP
component relocation presented in [42, 43] is used by Explorer as the fault mitigation method. The method proposes
that if there is a hardware fault in a slot, the aﬀected ASP
component must be relocated to a spare slot. This way,
recovery time of the aﬀected component is only its relocation
time. The faulty slot can then be diagnosed simultaneously
while the recovered ASP component is functioning. Explorer
implements this method using the Hardware_Fault Flow,
shown in Figure 11. If a spare slot is available, the relocation
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can be immediate. However, if there is no available spare
slot, Explorer needs to adapt the system conﬁguration to
create a spare slot. To do so, it begins by trying to reduce the
CPP of a task, starting from the one with the least priority
among the active set of tasks. If the CPP of any task can be
reduced, Explorer ﬁnds a suitable variant for that task using
the Find_Variant Flow such that it occupies lesser number of
slots, thus creating a spare slot(s). The aﬀected ASP component is then relocated to a created spare slot. Once the
aﬀected ASP component is restored, Explorer goes to the
Power_Analysis Flow to verify whether the resultant conﬁguration meets the PTPC constraint. While trying to reduce CPP of a task, if all the tasks are operating at their lspec
and reducing CPP is not possible, Explorer eliminates the
last active task after verifying its EC to create a spare slot(s).
Once a spare slot is available, the aﬀected ASP component is
relocated to the spare slot. As discussed in the Space_Adjustment Flow, if a task is removed for fault mitigation,
there can be a big drop in the power consumption of the
resultant system conﬁguration, resulting in a big gap between its STPC and PTPC. Therefore, there is a possibility
for tasks operating at degraded performances to increase
their performances. To achieve this, Explorer goes to the
Increased_Power_Budget Flow after relocating and recovering the aﬀected ASP component.
6.11. Hardware_Fault_Recovery Flow. Once a slot with a
transient fault is recovered, it is back in the system as a spare
slot. Explorer is therefore invoked to put the slot to use, if
needed, using this ﬂow shown in Figure 12. If a spare slot was
available when the hardware fault occurred, there is no
change in the system conﬁguration as the aﬀected task
component is simply relocated to the spare slot. In this case,
no change needs to be made when the faulty slot is recovered. However, if Explorer carried out RTSA due to lack
of a spare slot when the fault occurred, the original system
conﬁguration that existed prior to the fault must be restored.
Explorer therefore extracts the original system conﬁguration
from the memory and selects it as the potential new system
conﬁguration which can rectify any degradation or elimination of a task which occurred due to the fault. Explorer
then goes to the Power_Analysis Flow to verify if the
conﬁguration meets the power consumption constraint.
Thus, the above scenarios demonstrate that a MACROSbased system deployed with Explorer can adapt in run-time
to changing mode, power budget, die temperature, and/or
hardware resource constraints by dynamically choosing
suitable ASP circuit variants of tasks at suitable operating
frequencies such that they together ﬁt in the available
number of slots on the FPGA die, critical tasks of the desired
system mode operate at their maximum performance,
noncritical tasks operate within a permitted performance
range, the system’s power consumption is within the
available power budget, and the die temperature is within the
permitted range. As a by-product of the run-time structural
adaptation, the system’s lifetime can also increase; the extent
of which depends on the relation between the system’s PTPC
and STPC of the selected conﬁguration. This versatility of
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Figure 10: Increased_Power_Budget ﬂow of Explorer.

Explorer allows autonomous and mobile systems to be
completely sustainable!

7. Demonstration of RTSA Using Explorer
This section discusses an example that shows how Explorer
enables a system to structurally adapt to the varying
workload, power budget, die temperature, and hardware
resource conditions in run-time. It demonstrates how,
whenever there is a change in the set of constraints, Explorer
dynamically selects a suitable system conﬁguration that
closely satisﬁes the constraints at that time. Consider a
system developed on the Zynq XC7Z020 device. The system
has 6 tasks, T0 to T5 , and three modes of operation,
M0 to M2 . Each task has 10 ASP circuit variants for RTSA.
The tasks can operate at 30, 60, 120, and 240 MHz. Tables 1
and 2 presented in Section 5 represent the Mode-LUT and
Variant-LUT, respectively, for the example system considered here. The Zynq device is conﬁgured with the MACROS

DPC(Taskn )(mW) �

framework and is divided into 8 PRRs/slots to support the
system’s dynamic workload and RTSA. The system runs on a
rechargeable 12 V battery with a capacity of 48 Wh.
The DPC required to estimate the STPC for Zynq is
obtained using the DPCEM; that is, equations (2) and (3)
combined together. The coeﬃcients for the DPCEM of the
Zynq SoC are assumed to be the same for all tasks, and they
are as follows [3]: CLS � 0.013, CBS � 1.1, CDS � 0.226, and
CF � 23.046 for a total of 69 IOBs on Zynq. With this information, the DPCEM equation for the Zynq SoC is obtained as follows:
DPC(Zynq) (mW) � DPC(Task1 ) + DPC(Task2 ) + · · · + DPC

TaskNm 

,

(6)
where Nm is the number of tasks in a mode Mm of the system
considered in this example. The DPC of each task can be
obtained as

Fccn
× 0.013 × NLSn + 1.1 × NBSn + 0.226 × NDSn + CFn .
Fmin

(7)
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Note that, for the example considered here, the coeﬃcient CF is used once for all the IOBs used by the tasks
together. This means
N −1

CF �

m
Fcc ⎛
⎠ � Fcc × 23.046.
× ⎝  CFn ⎞
Fmin
Fmin
n�0

(8)

The frequency Fcc for the IOBs is the operating frequency of the least priority task among the active tasks.
For the example in this section, SPC of Zynq is 2.340 W,
and R, the rise in TPC to reach STPC, is 0.06 W [16]. All the
tasks utilize only the FPGA resources, and the ARM CortexA9 processor of the Zynq SoC is therefore not used. Hence,
SPP � 0. With these data, the STPCEM equation, equation
(4) can be rewritten for Zynq as follows:
STPC(Zynq) (W) � 2.34(W) + DPC(W) + 0.06(W)

(9)

� DPC(W) + 2.4.
Equation (5) is the SDTEM equation for a FPGA. For the
Zynq device, M � 11.85 and C � 4.88 [16]. With these values,
the SDTEM for Zynq is obtained as
SDT(Zynq) ° C � 11.85 × STPC(W) + 4.88.

ESTPC(mW) �

Explorer uses the set of equations to estimate the STPC
and SDT for candidate conﬁgurations while carrying out
RTSA for the system considered here. Table 4 summarizes
the ﬂow of events that occur, which are discussed next.
7.1. Case 1: Initial State. At system start-up, the battery
capacity is 100%, i.e., 48 Wh. The system needs to be able to
function for at least 8 hours without refueling. This means
that PTPC � 6 W. The system’s PDTR is 68–70°C. The
Constraint Set for this case is shown in Table 5(a). The
default mode is M0 , formed by tasks T2 , T5 , T0 , and T4 in the
same order of priority, as shown in the Mode-LUT in Table 1. Explorer goes to the Mode_Change Flow, extracts the
mode and task characteristics, and goes to the Find_System_Conﬁguration Flow. It selects variant number 0 for all
the tasks using the Task_Variant Flow; each variant operates
at 240 MHz, occupies 1 slot, and provides a performance of
240 fps. It then goes to the Power_Analysis Flow to estimate
the STPC for the candidate conﬁguration. Using Table 2 and
the above-mentioned model equations, ESTPC of this
combination is obtained as

(10)

240
× {0.013 × 15751 + 1.1 × 142 + 0.226 × 178 + 0.334 × 69} + 2400 � 5793.9 mW � 5.79 W.
30

Since ESTPC ≤ PTPC, the candidate conﬁguration
satisﬁes the power budget. Explorer, therefore, goes to the
Temperature_Analysis Flow to estimate its SDT. Using the
SDTEM equation, ESDT for this conﬁguration of T2 − 0,
T5 − 0, T0 − 0, and T4 − 0 is obtained as
ESDT° C � 11.85 × 5.79 + 4.89 � 73.5° C.

(12)

The ESDT of 73.5°C does not satisfy the PDTR. Explorer,
therefore, goes to the Reduce_System_DPC Flow to reduce
system power consumption further. It starts with T4 , the
least priority task, and keeps reducing the frequency of T4 to
reduce the task’s DPC. It goes through 4 candidate system
conﬁgurations (CSCs) as shown in Table 5(b) and ﬁnally
settles at conﬁguration T2 − 0, T5 − 0, T0 − 0, and T4 − 6.
Task T4 now operates at 30 MHz and occupies 5 slots to
provide the same performance of 240 fps. This conﬁguration
has ESTPC � 5.48 W, and ESDT � 69.79°C. This candidate
satisﬁes all the constraints and is therefore selected as the
system conﬁguration. It occupies all the 8 slots, as shown in
Figure 13(a), and maintains the performance of all the tasks.
With this conﬁguration, the system can function without
recharging for 8.76 hours.
7.2. Case 2: Hardware Fault. After 15 minutes, there is a
hardware fault in the slot where a component of critical task
T2 is operating, reducing Ns to 7. The Constraint Set changes
to Table 6(a). Explorer is invoked, and it goes to the

(11)

Hardware_Fault Flow. Since there is no spare slot available,
one needs to be created to relocate the aﬀected task component. Explorer reduces the CPP of T4 to 120 fps and selects
variant T4 − 7 as listed in Table 6(b), which operates at
30 MHz and occupies 3 slots to provide a performance of
120 fps. This creates 2 spare slots, and the aﬀected task
component is relocated to a spare slot, as shown in
Figure 13(b). The resultant conﬁguration has
ESTPC � 5.09 W and ESDT � 65.17°C. It satisﬁes all the
constraints except for the PDTR. In this case, the priority of
Explorer is to avoid the faulty slot and keep all the tasks
functioning without failing the PTPC requirement. The
selected conﬁguration is the best possible solution that can
satisfy these requirements. Therefore, PDTR is sacriﬁced
until the time the faulty slot is recovered, since it has the least
priority among all the parameters in this case.
7.3. Case 3: Hardware Fault Restoration. Within the next 15
minutes, the fault is identiﬁed as a transient fault and is
rectiﬁed (e.g., by scrubbing technique). The aﬀected slot is
back in the system as a spare slot, changing Ns to 8 again.
The Constraint Set changes to Table 7(a). Explorer is invoked
again, and it goes to the Hardware_Fault_Recovery Flow to
bring back the conﬁguration that existed prior to the fault
from system memory. Thus, CSC2, as shown in Table 7(b) is
selected and reconﬁgured so that T4 can operate at its
maximum performance as seen in Figure 14(a). Since the
original system conﬁguration is restored, which has
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Table 4: Flow of events discussed in Section 7.
Case
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Time elapsed
(hours)
0
0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
1

System
mode
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M1
M1
M1

Battery
capacity (%)
100.00
97.15
94.5
88.79
83.49
81
78.47
67.75

Required lifetime
(hours)
8
7.75
7.5
7
8.25
8
6.75
5.75

PTPC
(W)
6
6
6
6
4.86
4.86
5.6
5.6

PDTR
(°C)
68–70
68–70
68–70
64–66
61–63
61–63
64–66
66–68

ESTPC
(W)
5.48
5.09
5.48
5.09
4.83
4.81
5.15
5.28

ESDT
(W)
69.79
65.17
69.79
65.17
62.12
61.89
65.87
67.49

Achieved lifetime
(hours)
8.76
9.17
8.28
8.38
8.30
8.08
7.32
6.16

Table 5: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 1.
Mode
M0

PTPC (W)
6
CSC1
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 0
5.794
73.55
4

Case 1

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

Task T2

(a) Constraint Set
PDTR (°C)
68–70
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC2
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 1
5.629
71.6
5

Task T0

Task T5

Task T4c

Ns
8
CSC3
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 3
5.529
70.41
6

CSC4
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 6
5.477
69.79
8

Task T0

Fault

Task T5

Task T4c
DCCI

DCCI

Task T4a

Task T4d

Task T4a

Task T2

Task T4b

Task T4e

Task T4b

Spare

Mode = M0

Mode = M0

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: RTSA using Explorer for cases 1 and 2. (a) Selected system conﬁguration for case 1. (b) Selected system conﬁguration for case 2.
Table 6: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 2.
Mode
M0

Case 2

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
6
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 6
5.48
69.79
8

PDTR (°C)
68–70

Ns
7
CSC2
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 7
5.09
65.17
6
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Table 7: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 3.
(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
6
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 7
5.09
65.17
6

Mode
M0

Case 3

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

Task T4a

Task T4d

Ns
8
CSC2
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 6
5.48
69.79
8

Task T0

Task T4a

Task T5

Spare
DCCI

DCCI

Task T5

Task T0

PDTR (°C)
68–70

Task T4b

Task T2

Task T4b

Task T2

Task T4c

Task T4e

Task T4c

Spare

Mode = M0

Mode = M0

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: RTSA using Explorer for cases 3 and 4. (a) Selected system conﬁguration for case 3. (b) Selected system conﬁguration for case 4.

ESTPC � 5.48 W and ESDT � 69.79°C, all the constraints of
the Constraint Set are satisﬁed.
7.4. Case 4: PDTR Drop. After half an hour, from Table 4, the
PDTR drops to 64–66 (°C) and the PTPC continues to
remain at 6 W. The Constraint Set changes to Table 8(a).
Since the current conﬁguration does not satisfy the PDTR,
Explorer goes to Reduce_System_DPC Flow to ﬁnd a
conﬁguration with lower ESTPC and hence lower ESDT.
Since T4 is already at its minimum frequency, Explorer
reduces the performance of T4 . It selects T4 − 7 which
operates at 30 MHz and occupies 3 slots to provide a performance of 120 fps. The resultant conﬁguration CSC2 as
listed in Table 8(b) has ESTPC � 5.09 W and ESDT � 65.17°C.
This candidate satisﬁes both the PTPC and PDTR constraints and is therefore selected as the new system conﬁguration as shown in Figure 14(b).
7.5. Case 5: PTPC and PDTR Drop. After another half hour,
as shown in Table 4, there is a drop in the power budget and
die temperature constraint. If the power budget had not
changed, it would have meant that expected system lifetime
is 6.5 hours. However, due to external conditions, the system

is now supposed to continue operating without recharging
for 8.25 hours, which brings down the PTPC to 4.86 W. The
PDTR also drops to 61–63°C. Thus, the Constraint Set
changes to Table 9(a). The current system conﬁguration has
STPC � 5.09 W, which is greater than the new PTPC and will
be able to sustain the system for only 7.88 hours. Explorer
therefore goes to Reduce_System_DPC Flow to adapt to the
situation. Since T4 is at its lspec and operating at its minimum
frequency in the current conﬁguration, Explorer reduces the
frequency of T0 to 120 MHz and selects variant T0 − 1. The
resultant conﬁguration still does not satisfy the PTPC
constraint. Reducing the frequency to 60 MHz also does not
satisfy the PTPC. When the frequency is further reduced to
30 MHz, Explorer needs to select T0 − 7, which occupies 5
slots to maintain the performance at 240 fps. Since enough
spare slots to accommodate this variant are not available,
Explorer goes to the Space_Adjustment Flow. T0 has
hspec � lspec � 240 fps, and so the performance of T0 cannot
be reduced further. Explorer therefore tries to reduce performance of higher priority tasks T5 and T2 . However, they
also have hspec � lspec � 240 fps, and it is not possible to
reduce their performance. Thus, the least priority task T4
needs to be removed. Since a task is removed, Explorer goes
to the Increased_Power_Budget Flow to check the possibility
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Table 8: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 4.
Mode
M0

Case 4

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
PDTR (°C)
6
64–66
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
CSC2
T2 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0
T0 − 0
T4 − 7
T4 − 6
5.48
5.09
69.79
65.17
8
6

Ns
8

Table 9: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 5.
Mode
M0

Case 5

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
PDTR (°C)
4.86
61–63
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
CSC2
CSC3
T2 − 0 T2 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T5 − 0 T5 − 0
T0 − 1 T0 − 3
T0 − 0
T4 − 7
T4 − 7 T4 − 7
5.09
5.04
5
65.17
64.67
64.14
6
7
8

Ns
8
CSC4
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 1

CSC5
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T0 − 0

4.69
60.52
4

4.83
62.12
3

of a drastic drop in the ESTPC. Since the Explorer’s current
frequency for T0 was 60 MHz, Explorer now increases its
frequency to 120 MHz and sets its CPP to 240 fps by selecting
T0 − 1. The resultant conﬁguration has ESTPC � 4.7 W,
lower than the PTPC of 4.86 W. Explorer therefore again
increases the frequency of T0 ; it selects T0 − 0, which
operates at 240 MHz and provides a performance of 240 fps.
The resultant conﬁguration has ESTPC � 4.83 W, still lower
than PTPC. The next step would be to add the removed task;
however, it was removed once during the ﬂow is hence not
added back. The exploration ends at T0 − 0. All the candidates evaluated in this case are listed in Table 9(b). The ﬁnal
conﬁguration of T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and T0 − 0 has
ESTPC � 4.83 W and ESDT � 62.12°C. It satisﬁes both, the
PTPC and the PDTR, and is therefore selected and conﬁgured as the new system conﬁguration as shown in
Figure 15.
7.6. Case 6: Mode Change. After 15 minutes, there is a
request for a mode change to M1 , formed by tasks T3 , T2 ,
T5 , and T1 . The PTPC continues to be 4.86 W, and the
PDTR also remains 61–63°C. The Constraint Set for this
case is shown in Table 10(a). Explorer goes to the Mode_Change Flow to ﬁnd a suitable conﬁguration that satisﬁes
the task performance and system constraints. It goes
though the candidates as shown in Table 10(b). The ﬁnal
conﬁguration is T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and T1 − 7. Tasks T3 ,
T2 , and T5 operate a maximum performance of 240 fps, and
T1 operates at a reduced performance of 120 fps. This
conﬁguration has ESTPC � 4.81 W and ESDT � 61.89°C. It

satisﬁes both, the PTPC and PDTR, and is therefore selected and conﬁgured as the new system conﬁguration as
shown in Figure 16.
7.7. Case 7: PTPC and PDTR Rise. After 15 minutes, the
situations improve and the system lifetime before next
recharge reduces to 6.75 hours. Thus, the power budget
improves to 5.58 W. The PDTR also rises to 64–66°C. The
Constraint Set changes to Table 11(a). Explorer goes to
Increased_Power_Budget Flow. It goes on increasing the
frequency of T1 , as shown in Table 11(b), until it reaches
variant T1 − 0, which operates at 240 MHz to give a performance of 240 fps. The ESTPC of the resultant conﬁguration is 5.28 W. Since it is not possible to increase the
DPC further, this conﬁguration is chosen as the candidate
that satisﬁes the PTPC. However, since its ESDT � 67.46
(°C), it fails in the Temperature_Analysis Flow. Explorer,
therefore, goes to the Reduce_System_DPC Flow and selects T1 − 1, which operates at 120 MHz to give a performance of 240 fps. The resulting candidate
T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and T1 − 1 has ESTPC � 5.15 W and
ESDT � 65.87°C. It satisﬁes all the constraints and is
therefore selected and conﬁgured as the system conﬁguration as shown in Figure 17(a).
7.8. Case 8: Increased PDTR. After 1 hour, the PDTR increases to 66–68°C. The Constraint Set changes to
Table 12(a). Explorer goes to Increased_Power_Budget Flow
and increases the frequency of T1 to 240 MHz by selecting
T1 − 0 as listed in Table 12(b). The ﬁnal conﬁguration, as
shown in Figure 17(a), has ESTPC � 5.28 W, and
ESDT � 67.5°C. The resulting candidate T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5
−0, and T1 − 0 satisﬁes all the constraints and is therefore
selected as the system conﬁguration.
Thus, the above scenarios demonstrate that a MACROSbased system deployed with Explorer can adapt in run-time
to changing system mode, power budget, die temperature,
and hardware resource constraints by dynamically choosing
a suitable conﬁguration such that the critical tasks of the
desired system mode operate at their maximum performance, noncritical tasks operate within a permitted performance range, the system’s power budget (increased or
decreased) is satisﬁed, its die temperature is within or close
to the speciﬁed range, and the total area occupied is less than
or equal to the available number of slots.

8. Analysis
8.1. Storage Requirements. Explorer has been implemented
as a bare-metal C code on the ARM Cortex-A9 processor of
the Zynq XC7Z020 device, operating at 666 MHz. The
implementation covers the example discussed in Section 7.
Since each of the six tasks in the example has ten ASP
circuit variants, the Variant-LUT stores the operating
frequency, performance, number of slots, Logic slices,
BRAM slices, and DSP slices used, for only 6 × 10 � 60
variants, irrespective of the modes. If a decision space of
system conﬁgurations was used, characteristics of 3 modes
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Table 11: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 7.
Task T0

Spare

Task T5

Mode
M1

Spare
DCCI

Case 7
Task T2

Spare

Spare

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

Spare

Mode = M0

Figure 15: Selected system conﬁguration for RTSA using Explorer
for case 5.
Table 10: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 6.
Mode
M1

Case 6

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
PDTR (°C)
4.86
61–63
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
CSC2
CSC3
T3 − 0 T3 − 0
T3 − 0
T2 − 0
T2 − 0 T2 − 0
T5 − 0 T5 − 0
T5 − 0
T1 − 0
T1 − 1 T1 − 3
5.28
5.15
5.08
69.49
65.87
65.07
4
5
6

Task T3

Ns
8
CSC4
T3 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T1 − 6
5.03
64.53
8

CSC5
T3 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T1 − 7
4.81
61.89
6

Task T5

Task T2

Task T1a
DCCI

Spare

Task T1b

Spare

Task T1c

(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
PDTR (°C)
5.58
64–66
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
CSC2
CSC3
T3 − 0 T3 − 0
T3 − 0
T2 − 0 T2 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T5 − 0 T5 − 0
T1 − 3 T1 − 1
T1 − 7
4.81
5.08
5.15
61.89
65.07
65.87
6
6
5

Ns
8
CSC4
T3 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T1 − 0
5.28
67.49
4

CSC5
T3 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T1 − 1
5.15
65.87
5

8.2. Execution Time. Execution time of Explorer running on
the ARM Cortex-A9 core has been recorded for diﬀerent
worst-case scenarios of the example discussed in Section 7 to
observe the time taken in making the worst-case algorithmically taxing decisions. It is to be noted that Explorer is
implemented on the ARM Cortex-A9 processor of the Zynq
XC7Z020 device since the example system in Section 7 is
considered to be developed on the Zynq XC7Z020 device.
Any other hard/soft-core processor can be chosen to implement Explorer depending on the FPGA/SoC device that a
system is developed on. The execution time of Explorer will
be according to the processor chosen. However, it can be
said that using any equivalent or advanced processor core
will produce similar or better results.
8.3. Case 1: Worst-Case PTPC Drop or PDTR Drop. In the
case of either a power budget and/or die temperature drop,
Explorer resorts to the same solution, reducing the system’s
power consumption. In the worst-case scenario, RTSA would
require changing the system’s conﬁguration from the one
consisting of tasks operating at their highest frequency and
highest performance hspec to the one having only the critical
tasks with their EC � 1 operating at their lowest frequency and
lowest performance lspec . Consider mode M1 as an example.
The initial conﬁguration is T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and T1 − 0,
each ASP circuit variant occupying one slot, operating at
240 MHz at 240 fps. A heavy dip in the PTPC and/or PDTR
condition results in a conﬁguration comprising of only T3 − 6
occupying 5 slots and providing a performance of 240 fps at
30 MHz. To reach this stage, Explorer needs to try reducing
the frequency and CPP of each task starting from the lowest
priority, then decide to remove each task one after the other,
and then reach the last possible system conﬁguration of T3 − 6
alone, which has the lowest power consumption. Explorer
takes only 102.59 μs to reach this conclusion.

Mode = M1

Figure 16: Selected system conﬁguration for RTSA using Explorer
for case 6.

×106 conﬁgurations per mode would need to be stored in
the Variant-LUT. The LUT size with the proposed method
is only 0.002% of the size when a decision space of system
conﬁgurations is used.

8.4. Case 2: Worst-Case PTPC Rise and/or PDTR Rise.
The longest decision-making process in the case of an increased power budget and/or required die temperature
needs to be evaluated here. It must be noted that for worstcase decision-making in this case, there should be a big jump
in both, PTPC and PDTR. If there is a drastic increase in
only one parameter, the process of exploration will stop
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Task T3

Task T5

Task T5

Task T1a

Task T2

Spare

Task T1b

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Task T2

Task T1
DCCI

DCCI
Mode = M1

Mode = M1

(a)

(b)

Figure 17: RTSA using Explorer for cases 7 and 8. (a) Selected system conﬁguration for case 7. (b) Selected system conﬁguration for case 8.
Table 12: Constraint Set and CSCs evaluated for case 8.
Mode
M1

Case 8

ESTPC (W)
ESDT (°C)
No. of slots

(a) Constraint Set
PTPC (W)
PDTR (°C)
5.58
66–68
(b) Sequence of CSCs evaluated
CSC1
CSC2
T3 − 0
T3 − 0
T2 − 0
T2 − 0
T5 − 0
T5 − 0
T1 − 1
T1 − 0
5.15
5.28
65.87
67.49
5
4

Ns
8

sooner than the worst-possible exploration. For example, if
there is a big rise in PTPC, but not in the PDTR, when
Explorer tries to ﬁnd a candidate conﬁguration that has an
increased ESPTC, it may fail the PDTR. This will force
Explorer to select a conﬁguration with lower ESTPC, thus
not allowing it to explore all possible candidates and reach
the one that closely satisﬁes the increased PTPC. Similarly,
since PTPC has a higher priority over PDTR, if there is a big
rise in PDTR alone, candidates closer to satisfying the PDTR
will not be explored since their ESTPC will not satisfy the
PTPC. Therefore, for noting the worst-case execution time, a
big rise in both, PTPC and PDTR, is considered here.
Consider mode M1 ; the current system conﬁguration
consists of only T3 − 6, occupying 5 slots and providing a
performance of 240 fps at 30 MHz. A big rise in the PTPC
and PDTR results in a conﬁguration T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0,
and T1 − 1; tasks T3 , T2 , and T5 providing a performance of
240 fps at 240 MHz and T1 providing a performance of
240 fps at 120 MHz. To reach this decision, Explorer ﬁrst
evaluates T3 at increasing frequency and maximum performance. It then adds the task T2 and evaluates it at increasing frequency and maximum performance. This repeats
for tasks T5 and T1 . Explorer ﬁnally meets the condition
ESTPC > PTPC for conﬁguration T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and

T1 − 0. It then again reduces the frequency of T1 to 120 MHz
and settles at T1 − 1 to satisfy both PTPC and PDTR. The
Execution time for this case is ≈ 83.46 μs. It must be noted
in the case of a maximum increase in power budget, Explorer
settles at T1 − 0 itself. It does not return to T1 − 1 again to
decrease the system’s power consumption. Hence, in this
case, the execution time is less than 83.46 μs. Maximum
increase in PTPC is therefore not considered as the worstcase increased power budget condition from the point of
view of run-time decision-making.

8.5. Case 3: Worst-Case Mode Change. Suppose while the
system is functioning in the mode M0 , it experiences the
worst power budget drop. In this situation, there is also an
interrupt to change the mode M1 . In this case, Explorer
carries out RTSA by ﬁnding a system conﬁguration for M1
that satisﬁes the worst PTPC condition. This is a superset of
Case 1; Explorer ﬁrst ﬁnds the conﬁguration T3 − 0, T2 − 0,
T5 − 0, and T1 − 0, goes on reducing power consumption,
and ﬁnally settles at T3 − 6 alone. Time recorded for this case
is 129.84 μs. This can be expected since the execution time
recorded for a mode change to M1 with the selected system
conﬁguration as T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and T1 − 0 is 25.97 μs
and the time recorded for a worst-case power budget drop is
102.59 μs as mentioned in Case 1.
8.6. Case 4: Worst-Case Hardware Fault. Assume that in
mode M1 , hspecs � lspecs for all the tasks. The current system
conﬁguration is T3 − 0, T2 − 0, T5 − 0, and T1 − 6; all the
slots are occupied to maintain the performance of all tasks
at their hspec . If there is hardware fault in such a case,
Explorer tries to reduce the CPP of each task starting from
T1 up to T3 and ﬁnally decides to remove T1 − 6 since
performance of no task can be reduced to create a spare slot
for relocating the task component in the faulty slot. The
time recorded for this is 21.39 μs.
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From all the cases considered, the maximum execution
time observed is 129.84 μs. Comparing this decision-making
time with the reconﬁguration time of one slot: if the PCAP
conﬁguration port providing 145 MB/sec [82] is used,
reconﬁguring a partial bitstream of size say 492.8 KB, which
is one-eighth the size of a full bitstream for Zynq XCZ7020
SoC, in a PRR, is 3.3 ms. It is possible to see that the decisionmaking time is less than 4% of one slot reconﬁguration
period; Explorer can make a decision for RTSA even before a
slot is reconﬁgured! The observed execution time is obtained
when four tasks per mode with 10 ASP circuit variants each
are considered; that is, a maximum of 40 ASP circuit variants
can be explored. Considering a larger system with 25 tasks
per mode and 64 ASP circuit variants each, a maximum of
1600 ASP circuit variants will be explored. Extrapolating the
observed worst-case execution time to this large system
results in 5.2 ms. Comparing this time with an application
requirement; consider an application involving video processing at 120 fps. It requires 8.33 ms to process a frame.
Explorer’s decision-making time is less than 0.65 times the
time taken to process a frame. This means there will be a loss
of only one frame to ﬁnd a solution even for such a large
system. A loss of one frame can be tolerated by most applications. The method thus proves to be suitable to carry out
a system’s structural adaptation at run-time for many applications even with quite strict performance constraints.

9. Conclusion
This paper presents Decision Space Explorer, a run-time
decision-making method to enable multiobjective RTSA in
FPGA/SoC-based autonomous and mobile systems supporting multitask multimode applications, thus making
them self-sustainable. Whenever there is a change in a
system’s mode, power budget, die temperature, and/or
hardware resource constraints, Explorer evaluates potential
system conﬁgurations and selects the appropriate ASP circuit variants for the tasks at their respective appropriate
operating frequencies such that they satisfy all the constraints. This means that the selected conﬁguration ﬁts in the
available hardware resources, the critical tasks of the system’s required mode continue to operate at their required
performance, the other noncritical tasks operate within the
permitted performance speciﬁcations, the system’s STPC is
lower than the power budget, and its SDT is maintained
within the permitted range! To ﬁnd such a system conﬁguration, the proposed method explores the decision space of
ASP circuit variants of individual tasks instead of a decision
space of entire system conﬁgurations, thus drastically reducing the number of conﬁgurations to be explored and
analyzed, and hence the exploration time. Also, it evaluates
potential system conﬁgurations using dynamic run-time
mathematical power consumption and die temperature
estimation models, which have a very small execution time.
Implementation of Explorer on the ARM Cortex-A9 core of
Zynq XZ7Z020 device shows that the total execution time to
select the ﬁnal conﬁguration in the worst-case scenario for
an example system, i.e., where longest possible algorithmic
processing would be required, is ≈ 130 μs. Extrapolating it
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to larger systems still results in an execution time in the
order of ms. This demonstrates the suitability of Explorer to
be used by systems in run-time for self-survival against
multiple dynamic system constraints.
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